DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION FEATURES OF 3-D ATLAS OF TRANVERSE ELEMENTS POSITIONS FOR PRE-SURGERY PLANNING OF THE SHIN BONES OSTEOSYNTHESIS
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Цель. Оптимизировать процесс предоперационного планирования чрескостного остеосинтеза при переломах костей голени путем разработки и применения 3-D атласа позиций чрескостных элементов.

Материал и методы. На основе поперечных компьютерных томографических сканов интактной нижней конечности взрослого человека, с помощью программного пакета 3-D Doctor в автоматическом режиме, созданы трехмерные имитационные модели костей голени и окружающих их мягких тканей. Данные модели экспортированы в программный комплекс Autodesk Inventor 11. В режиме Part Modeling проведено разделение модели мягких тканей голени на 96 частей – сегментов, соответствующих позициям для проведения чрескостных элементов согласно методу унифицированного обозначения чрескостного остеосинтеза, и их сохранение в отдельных файлах. В режиме «Assembly» программы проведена сборка сегментов голени.

Результаты. Предложен алгоритм действий для создания 3-D атласа позиций для проведения чрескостных элементов, согласно которому в программе Autodesk Inventor 11 созданы трехмерные имитационные модели систем «голень – аппарат внешней фиксации» и проведен анализ их возможностей по предоперационному планированию чрескостного остеосинтеза.

В результате проведенного исследования установлено, что использование 3-D атласа позиций обеспечивает возможность выбора оптимальной конструкции и наиболее рациональной, в каждой конкретной клинической ситуации, компоновки аппарата внешней фиксации; определения количества и оптимальных уровней расположения опор; выбора типа и наиболее целесообразных мест проведения чрескостных элементов.

Заключение. Применение 3-D атласа позиций чрескостных элементов позволяет вплотную приблизиться к решению вопроса предоперационного планирования с позиций комплексного подхода: адекватного существующей клинической ситуации выбора типа аппарата внешней фиксации, его компоновки, определения количества чрескостных элементов, направлений и плоскостей их проведения, что позволит значительно уменьшить количество технических ошибок, обеспечит снижение рисков возникновения осложнений и будет способствовать достижению положительных анатомо-функциональных результатов в подавляющем большинстве клинических случаев.
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Objective. To improve the pre-surgery planning of transosseous osteosynthesis in the shin bone fractures by developing and applying the 3-D atlas of transosseous elements positions.

Methods. On the basis of transverse computer tomographic scans of the intact lower limb of an adult using the 3-D Doctor software package, three-dimensional simulation models of the shin bones and surrounding soft tissue structures were created in the automatic mode. These models were exported as separate files into the Autodesk Inventor 11 software package. In Part Modeling mode, the division of the model of the soft tissue structures of the shin into 96 parts was carried out - the segments corresponding to the positions for passing the transosseous elements according to the method of the unified marking of transosseous osteosynthesis and their preservation in separate files. In Assembly mode, the assemblage of the shin segments has been performed.

Results. The algorithm for the creation of 3-D atlas of transosseous elements positions was proposed, according to which the three-dimensional simulation models of the «shin - external fixation device» system were created in the Autodesk Inventor 11 program and the analysis of their possibilities regarding pre-surgery planning of transosseous osteosynthesis was conducted.

As a result of the research, it was found out that the use of the 3-D atlas of positions provides an opportunity for selecting the optimal design and the most efficient layout of the external fixation device in each particular clinical situation; determination of the number and optimal layout levels of the supports; the choice of the type and the most appropriate places for passing of the transosseous elements.

Conclusions. The application of 3-D Atlas of transosseous elements positions permits to approach the
solution of the problem of pre-surgery planning from the standpoint of an integrated approach to choosing the type of external fixation device that is adequate to the existing clinical situation, its layout, determining the number of transosseous elements, directions and planes for passing them, which will allow reducing significantly the number of technical errors, reducing the risk of complications and promoting the achievement of positive anatomical and functional results in the vast majority of clinical cases.
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Introduction

To achieve positive anatomical and functional results of treating patients with fractures and deformities of limb bones using transosseous osteosynthesis (TOO), careful preoperative planning plays an important role [1, 2, 3], one of the tasks of which is to determine the most significant transosseous elements (TOE) for a particular clinical situation and positions for their implementation [4]. This requires, in addition to perfect knowledge of the limb topographic anatomy, taking into account the type of fracture, the location of bone fragments and the state of the soft tissue structures of the segment. All this creates certain difficulties for carrying out rapid preoperative planning of TOO. To simplify this task, the atlases of positions for conducting TOO are used [4, 5, 6], including two-dimensional sketches of horizontal “sections” of limb segments. However, they do not provide a full visual perception of the spatial location of the bone and soft tissue anatomical structures of the limb, which is an obstacle to the selection of optimal positions for conducting TOO.

One of the modern practices of preoperative planning is the method of computer three-dimensional modeling [7, 8, 9]. The use of special software allows performing simulation computer design of various layouts of external fixation devices (DEF) and models of the bone-fixer system [10, 11]. However, currently known three-dimensional models of biomechanical systems for TOO do not provide visualization of the topographic and anatomical features of the segments, which is extremely necessary to determine the most rational locations of TOE and layout of DEF.

Therefore, the development of a 3-D atlas of positions for transosseous elements remains an unresolved and relevant issue of modern traumatology and orthopedics.

Objective. To improve the pre-surgery planning of transosseous osteosynthesis in the shin bone fractures by developing and applying the 3-D atlas of transosseous elements positions.

Methods

To work out a 3-D atlas of positions of transosseous elements, transverse spiral computed tomographic scans of an intact adult lower limb were used, of which three-dimensional imitation models of the lower leg bones and soft tissue structures surrounding them were automatically created using the 3-D Doctor software package. These models as separate files are exported to the Autodesk Inventor 11 software package.

In Part Modeling mode, the model of soft-tissue shin structures was divided into 96 parts — segments corresponding to positions for performing TOO according to the unified designation of transosseous osteosynthesis [4, 6], and their storage in separate files. The shin segments were assembled in Assembly mode. Its essence was to load previously
created segments into the model file and place them in “their” places by establishing dependencies using the “Place Constraint” command. The mechanism of dependency determination provided for the possibility of fixing the part in the assembly in the required position.

Parts of devices were developed in the Autodesk Inventor 11 software package in Part Modeling mode using various modeling methods [12]. In particular, the template method was applied, the principle of construction of which is to model new parts by making the necessary changes to the parameters of previously created parts that serve as templates.

In the Assembly mode of the program, a three-dimensional simulation model of the “shin - DEF” system was created and the analysis of its capabilities for preoperative planning of TOO was performed.

**Results**

For the construction of the 3-D Atlas of transosseous elements positions for osteosynthesis of shin bones, an action algorithm has been developed that includes the following steps:

- creation of models of bones and soft tissues (ST) of the shin and saving them in separate Part Modeling files; installation of compatible points or axes (not less than two) for models of bones and soft tissue structures;
- installation of compatible points or axes (not less than two) for models of bones and soft tissue structures;
- creating an assembly file «Assembly» and inserting into it shin bones and ST with matching of pre-installed, adjacent points or axes;
- determination of the part of the shins ST that corresponds to the levels of the location of the meta parts and diaphyseal parts of the tibia (Figure 1A) and its preservation in a separate file;
- the division of this part of the shin with 7 equidistant horizontal sections into 8 segments (Fig. 1 b);
- division of each of the segments into 12 sectors with a center located on the longitudinal axis of the tibia (Fig. 2);
- creation of separate files for each sector;
- insertion of the sectors into their location in the assembly file (Fig. 3);
- designation of sectors corresponding to the recommended positions - green, accessibility positions - yellow, and prohibited - red (fig. 3);
- creation of opposite shin model in the assembly file by creating a mirror copy using the Mirror command (Figure 4).

On the basis of the created 3-D atlas of transosseous elements positions a simulation of TOO in case of fractures of the shin bones was performed using the Ilizarov device and the developed device of Hutsuliak for correction of deformations of bones and joints (patent for invention No. 87072, Ukraine, IPC ABB 17/56). For this purpose, in the assembly file, the tibia model is replaced by models of its proximal and distal fragments, with six cross-cutting holes at each of the eight levels passing through the center of the medullar channel. In each of the holes “working” axis are installed (Fig. 5).

Transosseous elements, located in the defined holes of the tibia, were passed by establishing dependencies with the “working” axes using the “Place Constraint” command.

The next step was to insert details and layout of the DEF frames, in particular, three-dimensional simulation models of the “shin- device of Ilizarov” (Fig. 6A) and “shin -device of Hutsuliak for correction of bone and joint deformation” were created (Fig. 6B).

As a result of the research, it has been found that the use of the 3-D Atlas of transosseous elements positions provides an opportunity for:

Fig. 1. General view of the three-dimensional model of the shin at stages of construction of the 3-D atlas: A – model of the shin without a part of the soft tissue structures at the level of placement of meta- and diaphyseal parts of the tibia; B – division of shins ST into 8 segments.
Fig. 2. The general view of the three-dimensional model of the soft tissue structures of the shin at the stage of division of the segments into 12 sectors: A — creating a sketch on the «working» plane for the division of the shin segments into 12 sectors; B — division of the segment of the shin into sectors.

Fig. 3. General view of the three-dimensional model of the shin at the final stages of simulation: A — at the stage of inserting sectors into their location in the assembly file; B — general view of the 3-D model of transosseus elements positions for the right shin, the view from the lateral side.

Fig. 4. General view of model 3-D atlas of transosseus elements positions of both shins: A — the front view; B — rear view.

Fig. 5. General view of three-dimensional model of proximal fragment of tibia: A — with six «working» axes installed in holes in the first level; B — with installed «working» axes on four levels.

Discussion

In connection with the rapid development of 3-D visualization computer technologies over the past decades, the scientific search of many authors is aimed at using three-dimensional modeling for surgical interventions [7, 8, 9, 10]
The obtained results confirm the feasibility of using three-dimensional computer modeling for preoperative planning of TOO, which corresponds to modern trends in the development of traumatology and orthopedics [13].

An algorithm of actions is proposed for creating a 3-D atlas of positions of transosseous elements, on the basis of which it is possible to create three-dimensional models of various biomechanical systems “shin - DEF”. A distinctive feature of these models is the actual visualization of the topographic and anatomical features of the segments, which undoubtedly simplifies, in comparison with the known analogues [8, 14], the process of choosing the most rational locations of TOE and layout of DEF.

Based on the foregoing, the developed 3-D atlas can be recommended for use in clinical practice, in particular for preoperative planning of TOO of the leg bones.

Conclusions

The application of the 3-D Atlas of transosseous elements positions allows approaching the solution of the problem of pre-surgery planning from the standpoint of an integrated approach to choosing the type of DEF that is adequate to the existing clinical situation, its layout, determining the number of transosseous elements, directions and planes for passing them, which will allow significantly to reduce the number of technical errors, to reduce the risk of complications and to promote the achievement of positive anatomical and functional results in the vast majority of clinical cases.
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